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ABSTRACT
Objectives

As there is no defined technique for surgery of concha bullosa the aim of this article is to review the literature and compare different techniques used for concha bullosa reduction.
Methods

A structured review of the PubMed, Embase and Cochrane Collaboration databases (Cochran Central Register of Controlled
Trials, Cochran Database of Systemic Reviews) was undertaken, using the terms: conchabullosa, turbinoplasty, partial middle
turbinectomy and pneumatized middle turbinate.
Results

Total of 142 articles were found and only articles addressing surgical procedures of concha bullosa with available full-text articles
were included, and only 16 articles were eligible for our criteria.
Conclusion

A variety of surgical techniques are described to deal with symptomatic concha bullosa. According to this review, the most preferred technique is lateral laminectomy of the middle turbinate. There is a need for larger populated and objectively evaluated
comparison studies to be done.
Keywords

Conchabullosa; Middle turbinectomy; Turbinoplasty.
Abbreviations

FESS: Functional Endoscopic Sinus Surgery; MTHS: Middle Turbinate Headache Syndrome.
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INTRODUCTION

RESULTS

Concha bullosa, a pneumatized middle turbinate, is one of the
most common anatomic variants of the lateral wall of the nose.
As previously described in literature the most common anatomical variations are ager nasi, septal deviation and concha bullosa
respectively.

Total of 142 articles was found in the first step, only abstracts of
42 articles in English and available full-text articles were selected. In the second step describing surgical procedures of concha
bullosa were included in this review article and fully reviewed. The
main criteria for inclusion were the article must be describing the
specific surgical technique or comparing different techniques, only
16 articles were eligible for our criteria and included in this review.

The incidence of concha bullosa was reported of 49.3%
by Fadda et al,1 42.6% by Maru and Gupta,2 53.6 % by Bolger et al.3
Due to the difference of criteria used among investigators the reported prevalence of concha bullosa varies among studies. Concha
bullosa causes crowded nose and obstruction of middle meatus.
This can result in obstruction of the ventilation and mucociliary
drainage of the maxillary, anterior ethmoid, and frontal sinuses or
of nasal airflow. Additionally, the concha bullosa itself may cause
a rhinogenic headache. There is no clear definition for pneumatization of concha3 and also there is no clear consensus on surgical
indication for concha bullosa. The main purpose of this review is
concha bullosa and its surgical intervention.
METHODS

A structured review of the PubMed, EMBASE and Cochrane Collaboration databases (Cochran Central Register of Controlled Trials, Cochran Database of Systemic Reviews) was undertaken, using
the terms: “conchabullosa”, “turbinoplasty”, “partial middle turbinectomy”
and “pneumatized middle turbinate”.

DISCUSSION

Structurally, the middle turbinate can be divided into three segments. The anterior third attaches vertically to the skull base just
lateral to the cribriform plate. The middle segment, the ground or
basal lamella, turns laterally, attaching to the orbital plate of the
ethmoid bone (lamina papyracea) and divides the ethmoid sinus
into an anterior and a posterior group of cells. The posterior segment of the middle turbinate is oriented horizontally and inserts
onto the perpendicular process of the palatine bone. The anterior
superior portion of the middle turbinate is an important surgical
landmark and forms the medial boundary of the frontal recess.
The only used classification is described by Bolger et al and classified them into three types of concha bullosa: 1) lamellar type
concha bullosa; pneumatization is localized to the vertical lamella
of the middle turbinate. 2) bulbous type concha bullosa; pneumatization of the inferior bulbous part of the middle turbinate. 3)
true or extensive type concha bullosa is pneumatization of both
the vertical lamella and the inferior part of the middle turbinate
(Figure 1).3
Middle turbinate can lead to structural narrowing of the
frontal sinus outflow tract and frontal sinusitis. Middle turbinate is
part of osteomeatal complex which is a key area for chronic rhinosinusitis.
There is a separate function of the middle turbinate,
mainly deflection of inspired air superiorly towards olfactory epithelium, providing moisture to inspired air and aeration of sinuses,
and mucociliary transport. Enlargement of middle turbinate has
a negative consequence on nasal physiology such as obstruction
and impaired mucociliary clearance which leads to local inflammation and eventually chronic inflammation. It is known that middle

Figure 1. a) Lamellar Type Concha Bullosa. b) Bulbous Concha Bullosa. c) Extensive Type Concha Bullosa
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turbinate has a role in the olfactory function and the precise anatomical distribution of olfactory neuroepithelium is unknown. Although, there are many studies on the olfactory epithelium of nasal
cavity, only Apuhan et al4 studied olfactory epithelium of concha
bullosa and found more nerve tissues on a lateral surface of concha. Recent studies show that olfactory mucosa is distributed more
anteriorly and inferiorly than previously described dorsoposterior
and also is presented in the surface epithelium of the lower medial
surface of the middle turbinates.5
There are studies pointing out that the size of concha
bullosa is important for the presence of symptoms. Although,
there was no significant relationship detected between nasal septal
deviation, concha size and rhinosinusitis, several studies reported
that rhinosinusitis was detected more frequently in cases with extensive type concha bullosa.6 Unlu et al7 did not detect any relationship between concha bullosa and disease of ostiomeatal complex.
However, they found that the bulbous type of concha bullosa had
more effect on osteomeatal complex disease than other types of
concha bullosa.
Bolger and Lloyd described specifically that recurrent
sinus disease occurred through concha bullosa’s compressing the
uncinate process or through narrowing or obstructing the middle
meatus and infundibulum.3 The mucociliary transport of concha
bullosa is most frequently in the frontal recess and rarely to the
adjacent air cells and hiatus semilunaris. However, Yousem et al8
put forward that concha bullosa was not one of the elements that
led to rhinosinusitis and also reported that its size was significant.
Nevertheless, Stallman et al reported that there was no significant
relationship between the concha bullosa size and development of
rhinosinusitis.9 Zinreich et al and Calhoun et al10,11 stated that concha bullosa is found more frequently in a symptomatic group of
patients with sinusitis compared with the asymptomatic group.
The other pathological condition of concha bullosa is
when it causes contact points that can trigger a rhinogenic headache. The nerve supply of middle turbinate derives from the sphenopalatine ganglion and its branches, except for the anterior extremity, which is supplied by the anterior and ethmoidal nerves.
This indicates the role of concha bullosa on rhinogenic headache.
Morgenstein and Krieger12 described a middle turbinate headache
syndrome (MTHS) that produces a typical pain pattern without
being associated with any infectious process in the facial sinuses.
Morgenstein and Krieger used the term middle turbinate syndrome
and categorized as a pain and obstruction syndromes caused by
middle turbinate also they used this for surgical indication criteria.
As it is seen, no consensus on this matter has been
achieved yet. Also, there is no described absolute indication for
surgery. It depends on the clinic and radiologic symptoms of the
patient. Surgical management is recommended if concha bullosa is felt to be contributing to the patient’s symptoms or the patient’s disease. The main aim of surgery is to remove the pathology
caused by enlarged middle turbinate. And to alleviate the nasal obstruction in extremely large concha cases. Sometimes it becomes
necessary to facilitate visualization of the osteomeatal complex
during endoscopic sinus surgery. Besides, concha bullosa surgery is
Systematic Review | Volume 4 | Number 1|

done for a rhinogenic headache, unfortunately, information about
this concept is very limited due to the diagnostic and therapeutic
difficulty and mostly this surgery is done together with septoplasty
and functional endoscopic sinus surgery.13
SURGICAL TECHNIQUES

Today there are many different approaches for the surgical treatment of concha bullosa, such as lateral or medial partial resection,
total resection, turbinoplasty, crushing and crushing with intrinsic
stripping but there is no clear consensus for the best surgical technique yet. (Summarized in Table 1).
Total middle turbinectomy was not used specifically for
concha bullosa. Medial excision of the concha bullosa was first
described by Pirsig14 and Huizing15, removing only the medial
lamella of the middle turbinate. As described by Canon et al16 the
rationale for this was to leave a mucosal covered surface to face
the middle meatus of the nose when functional endoscopic sinus
surgery (FESS) is performed and this technique is best used for
cases of nasal obstruction without sinus disease. One advantage
of this technique is nasal packing is not used unless concomitant
septal surgery is done. Kumral et al compared the functional outcomes of medial and lateral turbinectomy and did not find any
significant difference between the two techniques. They evaluated
the patient's olfactory function and postoperative synechia. Medial
excision of concha bullosa has the advantage of preventing the
development of frontal sinusitis by preventing the formation of
frontal recess synechia.17
Lateral excision of the middle turbinate is the most used
technique in isolated concha bullosa. The concha bullosa has been
described to drain the frontal sinus recess. Braun and Stammberger18 supported lateral excision of concha bullosa and crushing if
necessary rather than medial excision because of middle turbinate
is attached to the skull base medially and medial excision causes
destabilization of the middle turbinate. All concha bullosa have
an ostium and their own mucociliary transport, this ostium should
always be included in the resection of the lateral lamella to avoid
persisting circular transport of the mucus. In their study on different techniques of endoscopic concha bullosa surgery Canon et al
preferred this technique because of lateral excision technique has
the advantage of facilitating drainage from the frontal sinus recess
into the middle meatus.19 The disadvantage of this technique is a
risk of synechia formation especially when FESS is performed.
The rate of synechia for isolated concha bullosa reduction surgery
is very low; Canon et al and kumral et al reported no synechia while
Doğru et al reported synechia rate of 27%.13 But this was not isolated concha bullosa surgery same patients had the extra intervention of osteomeatal complex. The rates of synechia are low when
the mucosa is preserved (Table 2). Har-el and H slavit20 described
a new technique by removing only medial lamella of the concha
while preserving mucosa, their focus was preventing the formation
of synechia, with synechia rate of 6.9% (3 of 43 cases) in their
four years follow-up. Singston et al21 described a similar technique
by preserving posteroinferior pedicled flap and reported that this
significantly reduces adhesions, may be because it covers the main
potential contact surface. Similarly, Dogru et al13 compared later-
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Table 1. Summarry of Surgical Techniques
Eren et al27

42 patients and
55 concha

Prospective

Long-term outcomes of crushing and crushing with intrinsic stripping.

Mandour and Kalza31

42 patients

Prospective

Using crusher (Kressner turbinate crushing
forceps (4 mm wide, 21 cm, InkaTM Surgical
Instruments))

Kocak et al26

71 patients

Prospective
study

Is it effective to use the crushing technique in
all types of concha bullosa

Crushing technique in an effective method in all types of
concha bullosa and it appears to be more potent in volume
reduction on bulbous type.
Compliance

Song et al32

4 patients

Case report

Concha bullosa crusher

After a one year follow up, there has been no regrowth of
the middle turbinate, no evidence of mucocele formation,
and no clinical evidence of sinus disease or nasal obstruction

Har-el and H slavit20

36 patients

Prospective

Turbinoplasty for concha bullosa: A
non-synechiaeforming alternative to middle
turbinectomy

A 4-year experience with this procedure showed almost
complete elimination of the synechiae problem.

Dogru H et al13

131 patients

Prospective

Turbinoplasty was performed by a modified
Har-El and
Slavit technique

Advantageous because it results in minimal mucosal injury,
plus it evenly brings the conchal walls together.

Kumral et al17

72 patients

Randomized
controlled
trail

Comparison of medial and lateral laminectomy group 1: medial laminectomy (n=34) and
group 2: lateral laminectomy (n=38).

This study revealed that medial laminectomy for aeration of
the middle turbinate was as effective as lateral laminectomy.

Sigston et al21

47 patients

Prospective
controlled

A mucosa-preserving posterior pedicled flap.

A mucosa-preserving posterior pedicled flap is a minor
modification to partial lateral turbinectomy for concha
bullosa reduces adhesions while speeding recovery.

Canon et al16

242 patients

Retrospective

Endoscopic management of conchabullosa

The only study comparing different techniques.
But being retrospective and small number of patients are
greatest handicaps but the author prefers excision of the
lateral portion of the pneumatized turbinate. Procedure can
be carried concomitantly with septal or FESS procedures,
and has been free of any significant complications.

Mehta and
Kaluskar28

36 patients

Prospective

Endoscopic turbinoplasty of Concha Bullosa:
Long Term Results

States that endoscopic turbinoplasty is safe and effective
procedure for concha bullosa. It preserves middle turbinate
anatomically and physiologically and treats the concha with
negligible complications.

Prospective

Experience in middle turbinectomy

Good to excellent with no long-term adverse sequel. There
has been no crusting, drying, or infection as a result of our
middle turbinectomies. Careful patient selection is critical.

Prospective
study

Endoscopically and radiologically evaluated
whether a surgically crushed concha bullosa
can form again

Concha bullosa crushing technique is an easy, conservative
treatment modality. As the concha bullosa does not appear
toreform after crushing, this technique can be considered a
definitive treatment. Nevertheless, these patients should be
followedfor the long-term.

Morgenstein and
Kreiger12

Tanyeri et al24

36 patients

22 patients

Table 2. Rate of Synechia Reported in Turbinectomy and Turbinoplasty
Author

Lateral turbinectomy

Dogru et al13

27 %

Turbinoplasty
9.7%

Shih et al29

16%

12.9%

Ramadan and Allen30

5.3%

9.3%

al turbinectomy and turbinoplasty by modified Har-El and Slavit
technique by cutting the concha both superiorly and inferiorly to
allow the lamella adhere evenly and preventing the formation of
mucocele.
The least used technique is the transverse excision of
the turbinate. This technique is reported by Canon et al for only
12

Intrinsic stripping with crushing showed significant reduction
according to the other group.
The technique is best used when the air cells within the
turbinates are large. Resective techniques, on the other hand,
may be used when enlargement of the turbinates is due to
hypertrophy of its tissues rather than the presence of air
cells.

middle turbinate that attached to the skull base with the narrow
pedicle. There is no specific study describing the use of transverse
excision of concha bullosa. Choby et al reported in their systematic meta-analysis on clinical effects of middle turbinate resection, that no significant difference was found in total resection of
middle turbinate and partial resection of the middle turbinate.22
Studies in favor of middle turbinate resection believe that it leads
to decreased post-operative synechia formation and improved sinus outflow tract patency. Middle turbinate resection may allow
for better intra-operative and post-operative visualization of the
paranasal sinuses. Its biggest drawback is the loss of surgical landmarks.
In recent years several studies report that olfactory dysfunction is encountered less with the crushing technique than with
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other techniques. However, crushing is not applied for large concha bullosa, which requires partial resection. In performing the
crushing technique, several instruments are used.23 While the technique is easy and conservative, there are studies which reported
recurrence. Tanyeri et al did prospective study enrolled 14 adults
with concha bullosa and did not find any recurrence of pneumatization of concha bullosa.24 Most studies expressed short time
follow-up. Only one study with long-term follow-up reported that
the middle concha pneumatized again. Kieff and Busaba25 have
reported concha bullosa recurrence after crushing. They reported
10 cases of recurrence between 2 and 15 years after the initial surgery. However, their data was limited to re-pneumatization after
crushing, they didn’t mention about whether the patients’ symptoms recurred again, also they did not state the total number of
patients who underwent crushing. Kocak et al applied crushing to
95 concha bullosa cases and followed them for approximately 2
years and have not encountered a reformation in any of the cases.
Also according to the other types of concha bullosa they concluded that bulbous type has more effective result than other types of
concha bullosa.26 Most of the recent studies documented that in
none of the cases the concha bullosa regressed to its original form
in short-term follow-ups after crushing.
Eren SB et al27 compared crushing technique with crushing with intrinsic stripping and stated that faces of their conchae
completely adhered to each other. These findings may be due to
the excision of the inner lamella, thus allowing the two mucosal
surfaces to come together. Mehta R et al also described a similar
technique by removing bony lamella and preserving mucosa of
middle turbinate and reported very low rate of synechia 7.6% according to other studies and also healing is quicker without usual
postoperative crusting.28 This technique is more manipulative and
time-consuming according to the other techniques.
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